New Members  
Mark Berkholder  Sparrows Point CC  Class C
Bryan Bupp  Rattlewood GC  Student
Peter Comis  Bayer Corp.  Class F
Thomas Drescher  Security Ford  Class F
Craig Farish  Hidden Creek CC  Class F
Merrill J. Frank  Columbia CC  Class C
Cheryl Gaultney  Egypt Farms, Inc.  Class A
Kevin D. Gesse  Regal Chemical  Class F
Steve Glossinger  Caves Valley GC  Class A
John Kotoski, CGCS  Suburban Club  Class A
Jeffrey Lindaw  R. E. Wright Environmental  Class F
Daniel P. Murphy  Locust Hill Links  Class G
Andrew Ninnemann  Marlton GC  Class C
Patrick O'Leary  Washington Golf & CC  Class C
Richard Pais  Washington Golf & CC  Class C
Robert Roazi  Koonz Supply  Class C
Steven C. Sweiderk  Fairfax National GC  Class F
Charles Trunnell III  Penderbrook GC  Class A
Richard Wakefield  International Town & CC  Class B
James Weaver  Washington Golf & CC  Class B

Congratulations  
Ryland Chapman of Fairway Hills GC and his wife, Lisa, on the birth of their baby boy, Ryland O. Chapman V (Rock), on June 1st.

Andy Sheehan, CGCS of Kenwood Golf & CC and his wife, Ann, on the birth of their daughter, Layne, on March 19th.

Stephanie Novak Hau, of Chesapeake Environmental and her husband, Joe, and the birth of their son, Jackson Robert on April 14th.

Tom Wojcik, of Finch Turf Equipment, Inc. on his appointment to Turf Division Manager at Finch. He will split his time between the Westminster, MD and North Wales, PA offices.

John Kotoski, CGCS, of the Suburban Club, on his certification through the GCSAA Environmental Management Program on the environmental impact and management of underground storage tanks.

Reroutings  
Brian Blake is now at Needwood GC
Doug Fleming is now at Hillendale CC.
Ted Gregory is now at Goose Creek Golf Course
David Nehila is now at the Country Club of Maryland
Charley Ulevich is now at Hayfields Golf Club

Condolences  
To the family and friends of Tom Mascaro on May 6th, at the age of 81. Tom held many patents and earned several very distinguished awards from the USGA and GCSAA. Donations may be sent in his name to the Golf Course Superintendents Foundation's Histor.

To the family, friends and colleagues of Stan Zontek, Sr., who passed away on February 17th. Stan passed a legacy of lifetime dedication to the turf industry on to his son, Stan, a USGA Green Section Agronomist in this region.
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